Smart Phone
Controlled

Connecting You
with Your Pets

BLUEFANG DOG TRAINING
The free training app allows you to send 3 specific command tones to your dog's
collar. You associate each tone with a verbal command such as "Sit," "Stay," "Come."
You may also choose to trigger the collar's deterrent shock stimulus. Three stimulus
buttons allow you to instantly get your dog's attention or stop unwanted behavior
with exactly the right amount of shock stimulus. The smart phone app can control
an unlimited number of collars and allows you to customize the stimulus intensities and
durations for each collar you select.You can train your dog from a range of up to 400 feet.

iPHONE & ANDROID BLUETOOTH COMPATIBLE!

BF-16 Electronic Dog Collar
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REMOTE TRAINER + BARK CONTROL
BLUEFANG BARK-CONTROL
The free app includes an advanced bark control feature that uses progressive
Sound + Stimulus to quickly end dog barking. The super intelligent collar can
distinguish between nuisance barking and the more urgent intruder/ alarm barking
and allow this emergency type of barking if you desire. You can customize the
progressive stimulus for your individual dog. You may also chose from Sound Only,
Shock Only or Sound + Shock modes. The app also shows you your dog’s barking
pattern over time so you can see how much your dog barks when you’re away.

STOPS Nuisance Barking in 3 Days, GUARANTEED!

MORE BLUEFANG FUNCTIONS TO COME...
We are currently developing many new and exciting smart phone apps for use with your Bluefang collar.
Future apps and functions include Virtual Leash, Doggie Pedometer, Health and Fitness training for you and
your dog, Dog Tracking and Invisible Barriers to keep your pet where he belongs. Plus many more to come!

Connect to your dog using your smart phone
and free High Tech Pet apps.

BF-22 3-in-1 Dog Collar

REMOTE TRAINER + BARK CONTROL
ELECTRONIC FENCE ACTIVATED
Same remote training and bark control as
BF-16, plus full functionality with
High Tech Pet Electronic Fences.

X-22 3-in-1 Complete System
Electronic Collar & Fence

REMOTE TRAINER + BARK CONTROL
complete ELECTRONIC FENCE SYSTEM
Electronic fencing system combined with
BF-22 collar. Use multiple BF-22 collars
for additional dogs.

Discover more GROUNDBREAKING PET INNOVATIONS at www.HighTechPet.com

